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ABSTRACT:

The increased usage of the environmental monitoring system and sensors, installed on a day-to-day basis to explore information and 
monitor the cities’ environment and pollution conditions, are in demand. Sensor networking advancement with quality and quantity 
of environmental data has given rise to increasing techniques and methodologies supporting spatiotemporal data interactive visuali-
sation analyses. Moreover, Visualisation (Vis) and Visual Analytics (VA) of spatiotemporal data have become essential for research, 
policymakers, and industries to improve energy efficiency, environmental management, and cities’ air pollution planning. A platform 
covering Vis and VA of spatiotemporal data collected from a city helps to portray such techniques’ potential in exploring crucial en-
vironmental inside, which is still required. Therefore, this work presents Vis and VA interface for the spatiotemporal data represented 
in terms of location, including time, and several measured attributes like Particular Matter (PM) PM2.5 and PM10, along with humidity, 
and wind (speed and direction) to assess the detailed temporal patterns of these parameters in Stuttgart, Germany. The time series are 
analysed using the unsupervised HDBSCAN clustering on a series of (above mentioned) parameters. Furthermore, with the in-depth 
sensors nature understanding and trends, Machine Learning (ML) approach called Transformers Network predictor model is integrated, 
that takes successive time values of parameters as input with sensors’ locations and predict the future dominant (highly measured) 
values with location in time as the output. The selected parameters variations are compared and analysed in the spatiotemporal frame 
to provide detailed estimations on how average conditions would change in a region over the time. This work would help to get a better 
insight into the urban system and enable the sustainable development of cities by improving human interaction with the spatiotemporal 
data. Hence, the increasing environmental problems for big industrial cities could be alarmed and reduced for the future with proposed 
work.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cities generate and store a lot of spatial and temporal in-
formation continuously using sensors that collect a large set of
real-time spatial data stream and responses. In monitoring and
keeping track of the surroundings, managing spatial data includes
cities, rivers, roads, and countries with increasing demand for en-
vironmental monitoring, smart cities planning and resource man-
agement. The development and industrial advancement for up-
lifting human standards have contributed to a comfortable life on
one hand while consequences of environmental changes, and pol-
lution on another. Chimneys’ discharge, waste from industries,
vehicle smokes, and construction sites release consist of tiny air
pollutants that could be inhaled with the air, leading to heart dis-
eases, lung and respiratory problems worldwide. Therefore, the
meteorological parameters i.e., humidity, wind (speed and direc-
tion) along with air pollutants like Particular Matter (PM) PM2.5

and PM10 require regular monitoring. The surrounding air qual-
ity and well being fluctuate with these parameters atmospheric
concentrations(Chen and Zhao, 2011). Over the developed areas,
the elevated levels of pollution parameters are incorporated with
both local emission sources, and regional transportation (Chen
and Zhao, 2011, Jasen et al., 2013). Regional transportation with
diesel vehicles are the primary sources of particular matters and
contribute significantly to their levels (Wallace and Hobbs, 1977,
Hardin and Kahn, 1999). Moreover, sensors’ (spatial and tem-
poral) data is a combination of the georeferenced geographical
entity represented in terms of location, dimensions, attributes,
and time as continuous more extensive size data. Data Visualisa-
tion (Vis) is not an instrument for Visual Analytics (VA). More-
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over, VA is a sub-field of Vis which integrates data analyses with
highly interactive visualisations. Furthermore, in the scientific
domain, it helps to place the geospatial data in a visual context
by identifying trends, patterns that usually go unrecognised in
the text-based data (Sun et al., 2013, Sun and liu, 2016, Harbola
and Coors, 2018). Some existing studies have been performed
to infer the seasonality and patterns insides for meteorological
and pollution parameters independently (Garrett and Casimiro,
2011, Harbola and Coors, 2020). Integrating interactive Vis tech-
niques help in representing the geospatial data and attached en-
vironmental information together in one frame, beyond the typi-
cal spreadsheets, charts and graphs, along with presenting it in
more sophisticated formats using infographics, maps, detailed
bars, pie and heat maps to communicate in between relation-
ships(Horvitz, 2007, Aigner, 2013, Liu et al., 2017). However,
VA combines automated analysis techniques with interactive Vis,
thereby assisting in the easier understanding of the temporal sen-
sors data along with decision-making capabilities by dividing the
cities into several components varying over space, time, and dif-
ferent spatial scales (Kurkcu et al., 2017, Panagiotopoulou and
Stratigea, 2017). Several above discussed studies used smoothen-
ing and filtering techniques, ignoring the data noise and modify-
ing the originality of the temporal dataset. Interactively visualis-
ing the sensors, and their data concerning timeframe helps mon-
itor these parameters. The comprehensive study of meteorologi-
cal parameters and their contribution to PM10-2.5, could be help-
ful. The above research suggests that several questions remain
to be addressed, such as temporal wind variations, PM10-2.5 con-
centration fluctuations and in connection with user desired time
frame, without modifying the authenticity of the original tempo-
ral dataset. An interactive system, Air Quality Temporal Anal-
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yser (AQTA), is developed, supporting the visual analyses of air
quality data with time (Harbola et al., 2021). It discovers tem-
poral relationships among complex air quality data, interactively
in different time frames, by harnessing the user’s knowledge of
factors influencing the behaviour with the aid of Machine Learn-
ing (ML) models, but on a small scale, detailed for each sen-
sor (individually) with lacking the spatial knowledge attached.
A better insight into the sensor’s system by improving human
interaction with recorded measurements and spatiotemporal in-
formation is still required. This motivates the current research.
The climate fluctuation and meteorological data monitoring con-
cerns increased the demand for such a Web interface to study the
measured data history interactively along with the sensors’ nature
monitoring for the future. This idea is implemented and expanded
as a case study for Stuttgart (Germany).

Figure 1: Sensors visual comparative analyses flowchart.

Thus, unsupervised Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Appli-
cations with Noise (HDBSCAN) based clustering algorithm and
Machine Learning (ML) model using Transformers Network de-
signed for sensors nature monitoring and highlighting the domi-
nating sensors locations working on the original temporal datasets
by taking into consideration the above-listed gaps, and addressing
solutions. These frameworks combine together to form (shown in
Figure 1) Environmental Sensors Visual Prediction Assessment
(ESVPA) an interactive visualisation platform with user choice
parameters’ selection freedom, delivering temporal variations of
spatiotemporal information. Therefore, the current study pro-
poses HDBSCAN clustering and sensors nature monitoring queries
with the following contributions: (i) interactive temporal visuali-
sation of unsupervised cluster identifications to support the user
in the interpretation of the meteorological and pollution param-
eters, (ii) predicting sensor nature using Transformers Network,
supported with visualisation of designed model dynamic training,
testing and accuracy metrics assessments. Thereby highlighting
the respective model’s success and failure for inference data, (iii)
visual preservation of spatial, non-spatial context and historical
dataset information on user-selected temporal frame, and (iv) Un-
boxing the complexities of ML design with visualisation to mak-
ing concept understanding more explainable and straightforward.
This interactive visualisation platform would help to infer smart
decisions for surrounding quality planning, which would help in
proficient management and development of the city’s resources.
The remaining paper is organised as follows: Section 2. presents
the methodology, datasets, and results, including discussion are
explained in Section 3. and Section 4., respectively, followed by
the conclusion in Section 5..

2. METHODOLOGY

The proposed interactive web interface provides a platform to
view and analyse in detail several sensors and their measure-
ments in Stuttgart city along with spatial and temporal informa-
tion. Each of the sensors are measuring parameters like PM2.5

and PM10, humidity, wind (speed and direction). Following sec-

tion explains proposed system architecture comprising of unsu-
pervised HDBSCAN clustering in 2.1, sensors nature prediction
using Transformers Network in 2.2, and interactive visualisation
platform inside in 2.3.

2.1 Unsupervised HDBSCAN Clustering

All sensors time series measurements (for each sensor location)
are studied using unsupervised clustering and sensor’s location
queries. Initially, values of each parameter are preprocessed be-
fore applying the clustering. The preprocessing involves normal-
ising of the data followed by temporal filtering. The mean and
standard deviation of a parameter are calculated. The values of
a parameter are then subtracted by mean, followed by division
with standard deviation, to get the normalised value. Further, the
temporal filtering is applied on these normalised values. In the
current study, the interactive temporal filtering based on user se-
lection in a years is applied. These user selection temporal query
division helps in detailed analysis of the considered parameters as
per user desires. HDBSCAN is applied in this study on sensors’
measurements with noise which is an extension of Density-Based
Spatial Clustering (DBSCAN) by converting it into a hierarchical
clustering algorithm. It performs DBSCAN over varying epsilon
(eps) values (i.e., eps-neighborhood of point X, defining the ra-
dius of neighborhood around a point X) and integrates the results
to find a clustering that gives the best stability over eps (Campello
et al., 2013). This allows HDBSCAN to find clusters of varying
densities (unlike DBSCAN). Therefore, for historical data HDB-
SCAN returns good clusters with little parameter tuning. The
minimum cluster size parameter, is intuitive and decided empiri-
cally in this study. Values of k1 and k2 (Table 1) were empirically
taken as 0.75 and 0.35 respectively (same for all the parameters),
so that a sufficient number of samples occur in each class (as
shown in Table 1).

Thus, HDBSCAN is one of the strongest clustering option with
theses advantages, it is applied on the temporal measurements
of sensors’ and produce interactive filtering output. The gener-
ated distance matrix in hierarchical clustering helps in identifying
the similarities of the clusters and combines most similar clusters
hierarchically until the desired number of clusters are obtained
minimising the variance within the cluster by using the objective
function of the error sum of squares (McInnes and Healy, 2017).
The sum of the squares starting from the designed three clusters
(low, mild and high) is kept minimised. This gives a hint through
the merging cost. The number of clusters is kept fixed until the
merging cost increases and then used the cluster (value ranges),
right before the merging cost increased simultaneously (Paul and
Murphy, 2009).

2.2 Transformers Network

In order to provide more detailed comparison and trends analysis,
each sensors’ nature monitoring using Machine Learning (ML)
approach called Transformers Network predictor model were de-
signed and integrated, that takes successive time values in terms
of parameters as input with sensors’ locations and predict the fu-
ture dominant (high measurements) value and location with time
as the output (Wu et al., 2020). A Transformers Network is an
encoder-decoder architecture, here the encoder consists of some
set of encoding layers that process the input iteratively, one layer
after another, and the decoder consists of a group of decoding
layers that do the same thing to the encoder’s output (Vaswani
et al., 2017). Each encoder layer’s function is to process its in-
put to generate encodings, containing information about which
parts of the inputs are relevant to each other. It passes its set
of encodings to the next encoder layer as inputs. Each decoder
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Table 1: Various classes designed ranges.
Class Lower Range Upper Range
1 min(selectedparameter) µ− k1σ
2 µ− k1σ µ+ k2σ
3 µ+ k2σ max(selectedparameter)

Figure 2: PM10 concentrations measured by the sensors on map Web interface.

layer does the opposite, taking all the encodings and processes
them, using their incorporated contextual information to generate
an output sequence. Each decoder layer also has an additional at-
tention mechanism that draws info from previous decoders’ out-
puts before the decoder layer draws data from the encodings (Par-
mar et al., 2018). The encoder and decoder layers have a feed-
forward neural network for additional processing of the outcomes
and contain residual connections and layer normalization steps.

The used dataset comprises of wind (speed and direction), humid-
ity, PM2.5 and PM10, with temporal resolution epoch and epochj

(j → 1 to n) denotes wind (speed and direction), humidity, PM2.5

and PM10 at time j, where 1 and n are the first and last values
in the dataset, respectively. Multiple samples are designed us-
ing the dataset for training and testing the proposed algorithms.
A sample consists of a feature vector as an input with a corre-
sponding three output classes. Windowb (a scalar) consecu-
tive values of wind (speed and direction), humidity, PM2.5 and
PM10 from epochj to epochj+Windowb form a feature vector
of dimension Windowb × 1 which is the input of the sample
for each parameter. Windowf (a scalar) successive values of
considered five parameters after the last value in the input i.e.,
epochj+Windowb , are used to define the sample’s output class.
Mean (µ), and standard deviation (σ) of the wind (speed and di-
rection), humidity, PM2.5 and PM10 of the entire dataset are cal-
culated. Various class boundaries are designed using µ and σ as
shown in Table 1. Among Windowf , count of values occurring
in each class in Table 1 is noted, and the class that has a maxi-
mum count i.e., dominant, is assigned to the sample. Similarly,
multiple samples based on each of the parameters are created by
taking Windowb values in the corresponding input from epochj

to epochj+Windowb by varying j from 1 to n - Windowf , at
an increment of 1. The outputs of these samples are designed as
discussed above. Thus, at this stage, for Windowb values in the
input from epochj to epochj+Windowb , there would be five sets

of samples, one based on humidity, wind speed, wind direction
and other based on PM2.5 and PM10. Here in this analysis the size
of Windowb and Windowf are kept equal with user option to
predict the next 6 hours. These conditions ensured comprehen-
sive and accurate analysis of the data with respect to independent
and different parameter selections.

2.3 Visualisation Platform

Moreover, an interactive platform is developed to provide an in
depth analytic and nature patterns clarity in between the meteo-
rological and pollution parameters for user desired inputs in the
desired time frame. This platform is called as Environmental
Sensors Visual Prediction Assessment (ESVPA) for sensors na-
ture monitoring. ESVPA also provides tooltiping, brushing and
linking for maintaining the transparency and combining differ-
ent visualisation methods between user-computer efficient inter-
actions (Shneiderman, 1996, Horvitz, 2010). Figure 1 provides
an overview of ESVPA workflow, with highlighting the system-
user interfaces of visual sensors prediction and analyses. The
System combines with historical meteorological and pollution
parameters temporal database, unsupervised clustering outputs,
sensor nature monitoring Transformers Network, structure of var-
ious graphs and charts, and accepts user queries. The User raise
quarries, selects, inspects and views the states of the parameters
interactively.

ESVPA uses a time series dynamic stack chart with a calendar
selection to visually interact with the parameters and spatial in-
formation attached with the help of the interactive map. This is
accompanied with map to provide a detailed time series data in-
spection of parameters magnitudes with line chart, calendar chart
and heat-map view option in order to compare the trends among
Sensors’ parameters based on the months during a year, week,
day-wise. Figure. 2, and Figure. 3 provides a glimpse of the de-
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Figure 3: Sensors on map Web interface screenshot.

Figure 4: Show wind flow (WS) data overview in the selected temporal frame visualisation.

signed Web interface where the selected sensors’ are visualised
with spatial and non-spatial information over the map in the spec-
ified temporal frame. The user could select the parameters over
the desired time frame and compare the patterns interactively (as
shown in Figure. 3, Figure. 4, and Figure. 5). The interactive
platform provides the clustering output visualisation along with
sensors nature monitoring. Figure. 4, and Figure. 5 show the data
overview and clustering results visualisation of designed ESVPA,
respectively. Here wind speed and direction parameters are se-
lected to analyse with the help of a stacked chart and rose plots in
a chosen time frame. The output from sensors nature monitoring
using Transformers Network predictions are represented using
Two-Dimensional (2D) map, bar chart, and heat map as shown
in Figure. 7. The developed work provides a comprehensive un-

derstanding of the relationship among the pollution parameters
like PM10, PM2.5, and the meteorological parameters i.e., wind
flow and humidity.

3. DATASET

The temporal datasets of meteorological and pollution parame-
ters are used and analysed in this study. The luftdaten selber
messen provides city sensors measurements at several locations
in Stuttgart, Germany. Moreover, the historical data from 2016
to 2020 from Hauptstaetter Strasse 70173 Stuttgart corner station
sensor also considered . These datasets contain total eleven city
centre sensors locations with wind (speed and directions), hu-
midity along with PM10-2.5, measured in a 30-minute time inter-
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Figure 5: Rose plot generated highlighting the output of clustering sections interactive visualisation.

Figure 6: Displaying senors measured locations on map.

val (Figure. 6 shows selected sensors on map). The areas dataset
were organised separately into individual years for each parame-
ter with spatial information attached, using time information with
past data first, followed by current data. This helps to perform
pollution and meteorological parameters temporal datasets trends
and in depth analyses along with sensor’s nature monitoring.

4. RESULTS

The designed algorithms and platform helps to perform in depth
study of sensors measurements, and also to estimate their na-
ture monitoring for 6hrs in future. This ESVPA is implemented
as Web-based application using Altair, D3.js, kepler.gl, Stream-
lit, Keras library (Chollet, 2017) with TensorFlow in backend in
Python and executed on Intel® Core TM i7- 4770 CPU @3.40 GHz
having four cores. Result in following section followed by dis-
cussion subsection analysed and validates the outcome of the pro-
posed framework. In order to provide a more detailed compari-
son of the selected parameters, the visualisation of historical mea-
surements with both spatiotemporal information attached was ex-
plored using the available interactive option of data overview in
the designed platform. Figure. 2 and Figure. 3 show the historical
data visualisation for the user selected time frame of PM10, and
wind flow on the map with the help of line charts, which helps to
connect spatiotemporal information with the respective sensors
measurements visually.

The platform was also used to visualise the output of the HDB-
SCAN clustering (as shown in Figure. 4 and Figure. 5). The un-
supervised hierarchical clustering here directed for inferring the
trends and inner structure of the meteorological and pollution pa-
rameters dynamically. Figure. 4 show the obtained selection for
selecting clusters in the temporal data set for wind flow (WS) in
selected time frame. Similar parameter analyses were conducted
for rest of the parameters. Here the class value ranges of each
assigned class were also displayed and compared. Moreover, the
performed clustering with visualisation helped the user unboxed
the complexities of datasets and their available trends in the best
possible way dynamically. Furthermore, the obtained wind rose
plot helped visualise wind speed and direction in a circular for-
mat in the same graph. The length of each spoke around the circle
indicates the number of times (count) that the wind blows from
the indicated direction. Colors along the spokes indicate classes
of wind speed. Figure. 5 shows the generated wind rose plot on
the selected temporal frame. Besides, each different color de-
noted the wind speed divided into value range boundaries at the
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Figure 7: Show sensor nature monitoring example.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Training interactive selection interface, and (b) model accuracy analyses visualisation.

differences (within the class assigned maximum and minimum
value) with varying spoke length and direction highlighting the
wind blows count from the indicated directions in this study.

Figure. 7 show the output of sensors nature monitoring using
Transformers Network predictions. These options were integrated
together with the selection of the desired user query. Here, the
map highlights the location of the respective sensor selected, with
day-wise sensors’ measurements visualised with the bar chart.
Moreover, the attached heat map, represented the intensity of the
color, governed by the magnitude of parameter values. A sim-
ilar heat map display existed for other parameters as well. Se-
lected parameter (anyone i.e., wind speed and humidity along
with PM10-2.5), having higher values (range) over the time, had
been assigned a darker color in the respective heat map. In or-
der to provide a more detailed comparison and trends analyses,
user desired time frames were considered for all the parameters.
Figure. 8 and Figure. 10 show the designed network achieved ac-
curacy with the selection of the desired user query. Here, preci-
sion and recall values for predicting dominant speed for various
classes for January month (of Stuttgart) are represented in Fig-
ure. 8, with reaching values for all the classes above 61% and
achieved total accuracy achieved was 96.33%. Figure. 9 shows
the randomly selected date for model validation. Highlighting
the obtained Transformers Network visual prediction accuracy
analyses with presented model success-failure (red rows). Fur-
thermore, this has supported sensitivity analyses for calculating
the success and failure of the model highlighted with color and
dynamic interaction. Here networks’ success was represented by

yellow color and failure with red. These color combinations were
used to deliver more insides making the understanding for the
user more straightforward and unboxing the complexities of ML.
Thus, this platform (all together) helped to discover all the pos-
sible changes by enhancing the ability to dig in detail inside the
data with accuracy for each of the considered meteorological and
pollution parameters as per the user choice visually.

4.1 Discussion

The hierarchical clustering for meteorological and pollution pa-
rameters highlighted the trends at which any selected parame-
ter was analysed in the clustering diagram, with each class as-
signed set lower and upper value ranges. HDBSCAN performed
exploratory data analysis as it is a fast and robust algorithm that
helped to work over the unsmoothed temporal meteorological and
pollution parameters to return meaningful clusters. A sequential
scale of color brewer for rose plot scale color map used for show-
ing classes (low, mild and high) with the color frequency differ-
entiates low values class from high values class. The blended
progression using, typically of a multi hue, from the least to the
most opaque shades with respect to value ranges lied in the clus-
ters, represents low to high values. The 2D map view of all the
selected sensors on the map, long with time based data filtering
query with tool-tipping helps to easily interact and visualise all
the information together in one domain Figure. 6. Each year
dataset for the considered parameter over the selected time frame
that joined together sooner (in clustering) are more similar to each
other than those that are joined together later. The total within-
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Figure 9: Randomly selected date for model validation: Transformers Network visual prediction accuracy analyses with presenting
model success-failure (red rows).

(a) (b)

Figure 10: (a) Testing interactive selection interface, and (b) Comparative network success-failures test visualisation.

cluster variance is minimised during clustering. At each step,
the paired clusters with minimum between-cluster distance are
merged. As a result it is observed that in February month higher
magnitude of wind flow is also observed over 2016 to 2020.

On the other hand, the Transformers Network helped to estimate
sensors nature interactively. The input sample compressed of
Windowf consecutive values from the data with five features
of PM2.5, PM10, humidity, and wind (speed and direction) pro-
vide temporal information and Transformers Network operations
are able to detect trends and features. During the sample design-
ing phase, their output classes were decided statistically using µ
and σ of the total samples particular to year’s data set of respec-
tive parameter (i.e., anyone out of five), thereby representing the
dataset better. Moreover, the total samples for a given year were
divided into training and testing samples with a ratio of 7 : 3 (i.e.,
70% of the total of training and rest for testing). The dynamic
network metrics analyses (total accuracy, precision and recall) of
the Transformers Network supported with interactive visualisa-
tion helped the user verify and understand the specified with the
selected parameter. Visual exploration has also been contributed
to make ML more easily understandable and explainable in the
sense of network inside and explainable.

Moreover, the developed ESVPA for sensors nature monitoring
is used to provide interactive selections of considered meteoro-

logical and pollution parameters to analyse the concurred pat-
tern in the dataset, in a time frame. ESVPA is also compared
with existing literature that are near to the proposed framework.
Air Quality Temporal Analyser (AQTA) proposed by (Harbola et
al., 2021), has provided visual analyses platform of air quality
data with time but lacks sensors nature monitoring. It discov-
ers temporal relationships among complex air quality data, on a
small scale for each sensor’s (individually) with missing the spa-
tial knowledge attached. However, the developed ESVPA con-
nect temporal, spatial and non-spatial information together visu-
ally. Further, enhancing the time series analyses using the unsu-
pervised HDBSCAN clustering on a series of (above mentioned)
parameters. Therefore, with the in-depth sensors nature under-
standing and trends, ML approach called Transformers Network
predictor model is integrated, that takes successive time values of
parameters as input with sensors’ locations and predict the future
dominant (highly measured) values with the location in time as
the output. Thus, making ESVPA a work extension provides a
big picture of sensors’ nature monitoring and temporal data mea-
surement analyses. This has helped in making the data trends
analyses, and sensors nature monitoring easy, user interactive and
comparable in the time domain.
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5. CONCLUSION

Geovisualisation, together with visual analytics, encourages a bet-
ter understanding of geospatial data by identifying trends, pat-
terns, and contexts with making the economy, mobility, envi-
ronment, people, and governance of a city smarter. In this pa-
per, ESVPA, an interactive visualisation Web successfully de-
signed and demonstrated for time series meteorological and pol-
lution parameters. The temporal data analysed using the unsu-
pervised HDBSCAN clustering on a series of these parameters.
Furthermore, for sensors nature understanding and trends, Ma-
chine Learning (ML) approach called the Transformers Network
predictor also integrated, which takes successive time values of
parameters as input with sensors’ locations and predict the future
dominant (highly measured) values with location in time as the
output. The interactive platform for meteorological and pollution
parameters would help to plan the future with more renewable re-
sources awareness and understanding. The designed visualisation
platform (a small demonstration version) in this work and could
be further improved with the ensemble of advanced visualisation
approaches. The future focus for the authors would be to improve
the visual analysis and utilising more advance deep learning mod-
els. Meanwhile, the devised work can help create environmental
awareness among humankind and provide foreknowledge for bet-
ter city planning.
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